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The vision of the Institute is to develop a sophisticated society of 
Malaysians who are conversant and appreciative of the creative 
world of interior design. 

To this end, the institute conducts various programmes throughout 
the year to educate, promote and foster better ties between the 
public and professional members alike. These include:

•	 Lectures where leading practitioners are invited to share their 
ideas, experiences and vision for the future

•	 Exhibitions highlighting members’ works and other subjects of 
current interest

•	 Workshops, seminars and conferences to provide platforms for 
discourse and discussion

•	 An official design magazine to showcase members’ works, plus 
the design world at large

•	 Social media – Website for MIID and a Facebook page

•	 Developing since 1980, an education policy with academic 
programmes geared towards training interior designers for 
design excellence

•	 Providing an advisory role between the Malaysian interior 
design profession and the Fire Services Department ( Jabatan 
Perkhidmatan Bomba), statutory/professional bodies (e.g.) 
Board of Architects Malaysia (Lembaga Arkitek Malaysia), etc. 
via the Architects Act 1967 of the Laws of Malaysia (Act 117)

•	 Actively engaging with international and regional design 
bodies (e.g.) International Federation of Interior Architects/
Designers (IFI), Asia Pacific Space Designers Alliance (APSDA), 
Asian Interior Design Institute Associaton (AIDIA), etc. to 
promote and develop the interior design profession

The Malaysian Institute of 
Interior Designers (MIID) or 

Pertubuhan Perekabentuk 
Dalaman Malaysia 

(PPDM) is the national 
institute representing 

the interior design 
profession in Malaysia. It 

is an amalgamation of two 
previous bodies, namely, 

the Institut Perekabentuk 
Dalaman Malaysia (IPDM) 

and the Malaysian Society of 
Interior Designers (MSID)

ABOUT
MIID
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This year’s Design Excellence Award 2014 
received a reasonable response from corporate 
and student members. The second edition of 
the award has a higher profile connection in 
that MIID has tied up with co-branding partner 
Nippon Paint (M) Sdn Bhd and the awards 
renamed as the “MIID Nippon Paint REKA 
Awards 2014”. I feel this is a good synergy as 
Nippon Paint has enthusiastically promoted 
their special colour category award named the 
“Colour of Interior Award”. We would like to 
give a big thanks our co-branding partner for 
their involvement and participation.

My overview of the submissions is that we saw 
a good mix of entries in the various categories 
involving Corporate Offices, Food & Beverage 
(Restaurants & Bars), Retail & Exhibition and 
Residential (Show Units), where the number of 
entries varied between 9 to 13.

Some categories like Leisure & Entertainment 
have fallen short of expectations in terms of the 
number of entries, as we know that in the current 
scenario, the number of completed works in this 
sector has actually increased, especially in the 
cities of Kuala Lumpur, Petaling Jaya, Malacca, 
Penang, Johor Bahru, Kuching, Kota Kinabalu 
and many other parts of Malaysia.

Not to be deterred, we still garnered a sizeable 
number of entries totalling 67 for corporate 
submissions in their various categories and 19 
entries for the Student category obtained from 
8 different design universities and colleges in 
Malaysia.

To all the participants, I consider each and 
every one of you a winner as you have shown 
your enthusiasm in submitting your completed 
projects which met our jury panel’s high 
expectations and their critical analysis of all 
the entries. At times it was a difficult choice for 
the jury panel to separate them for the coveted 
top prize. I reckon that the jury panel had a 

challenging task of sieving through the pile of 
entries in the short half-day assessment.

This year’s award series also saw the inclusion 
of additional categories – the Green Interior 
Award category, the Adaptive Reuse category 
and finally the Nippon Paint Colour of Interior 
Special Award. For the Colour of Interior Award 
we would like to convey our sincere thanks to 
Gloria Soong for her final assessment of the 
winner and Sabrina Chow for assisting in the 
process.

On behalf of MIID and the REKA Awards 
Committee, I would like to express our sincere 
thanks and appreciation for a job well done 
in such a short time to all the jury panelists 
comprising Prof Tajuddin Ismail, Ar Chan 
Seong Aun and Ar Chris Yap Seng Chye who 
have imparted their experiences in the judging 
process and their valued critical analysis and 
professional assessment of all the award 
winners, be it gold, silver, bronze, honorary 
mention or mention. All the submitted entries 
are winners in their own right.

Finally, I would like to express my sincerest 
appreciation to the MIID secretariat and staff 
members, namely, Aniza, Adilla and Sharon for 
their untiring effort in collating, compiling and 
making numerous arrangements during the 
pre- and post-judging procedure.

Thank you.

AR. LIM PAY CHYE
Organising Chairman
MIID Nippon Paint REKA Awards 2014

ORGANISING CHAIRMAN’S FOREWORD

AR. LIM PAY CHYE
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It is with a great sense of pride that I am witnessing the REKA Awards moving on this year 
to become a successful and well anticipated Awards event for the Malaysian Institute of 
Interior Designers (MIID) members who are Lembaga Arkitek Malaysia (LAM) Registered 
Interior Designers. When REKA Awards was initiated last year, replacing its predecessor 
the MIDA Awards, little did I anticipate that it would grow at such a fast pace and be 
accepted as the premier Awards within such a short period, as was seen this year.

In MIID’s quest for Interior Design Excellence this year, we welcome and thank Nippon Paint 
(M) Sdn Bhd’s involvement with us as our co-branding partner in REKA Awards and we are 
very proud to have them on board for our very first “MIID Nippon Paint REKA Awards 2014”. 
In line with this co-branding, a special category of the “Colour of Interior (Innovative use of 
colours)” was created to acknowledge projects which skillfully utilised colours as a tool to 
create exciting interior spaces.

As a response towards sustainability in interiors, two new categories were also introduced 
to the existing eleven, namely the “Green Interior Award (Interior solutions in promoting 
sustainability)” and “Adaptive Reuse (Reuse of existing spaces for purposes other than 
which it was built for)”. These help to enlarge the perspective of the field and the depth of 
the Interior Design profession.

We hope that the successful organisation and results of the MIID Nippon Paint REKA 
Awards 2014 will continue to inspire our members to strive towards greater heights in 
Interior Design via the spaces that they create for their clients and through their process of 
implementing and administering of the projects.

For the students who participated through the submissions made by the various schools 
of Interior Design, we would like to say a big thank you for your effort and would like to 
encourage your continuous competitive spirit towards the “ultimate” design. To all 
entrants and members who have supported and participated in the MIID Nippon Paint 
REKA Awards 2014, you are all winners to MIID.

Thank you.

AR. CHRIS YAP SENG CHYE
President, Malaysian Institute of Interior Designers (MIID)

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

AR. CHRIS YAP SENG CHYE
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CO-BRANDING PARTNER’S MESSAGE

MR. YAW SENG HENG
MANAGING DIRECTOR, NIPPON PAINT (M) SDN BHD

It is truly an honour for Nippon Paint to collaborate with the Malaysian Institute of 
Interior Designers (MIID) towards the fruition of the REKA Awards. Indeed, it was a 
natural decision for us at Nippon Paint to be part of this initiative. In our business, we are 
directly involved with the development of quality interior environments. The importance 
of promoting the furtherance of design and excellence within the industry, particularly 
with regards to innovation is therefore prevalent.

As a Total Coating Solutions Provider with a deep heritage dating back more than a 
century, we have been at the forefront of innovation, which has been one of our key 
driving forces, true to our ‘RE:think. RE:create’ philosophy. This has enabled us to push 
boundaries to come up with pioneering products and solutions used widely by interior 
designers and members of the industry.

At Nippon Paint, we truly believe the development of our business goals go hand-in-hand 
with the industry. In this regard, we believe our philosophy helps promote and encourage 
industry collaboration, which in turn promotes the furtherance of design excellence 
among interior designers – and we see the REKA Awards as an excellent platform to do 
just that.

We are strong advocates of promoting the development of quality built interiors, which 
demonstrate detail and innovation with the ability to also benefit the environment and 
community at large. In this regard, we view the REKA Awards as a befitting platform to 
raise the bar in industry standards.

The driver behind innovation is development and this is a key focus at Nippon Paint 
Malaysia. Research and Development is of the utmost importance and is the only way 
we manage to provide Total Coating Solutions and create world class firsts. These are 
the kinds of qualities the REKA Awards extract in their winners and for that it’s truly an 
interesting project to be involved in.

I wish all participants the best of luck, and I am confident we will see some top-notch 
entries in these REKA Awards.

Thank you.

Yaw Seng Heng
Managing Director
Nippon Paint (M) Sdn Bhd
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NEW AWARD CATEGORIES

GREEN INTERIOR AWARD

ADAPTIVE REUSE

For this year’s award, MIID is pushing the boundary of the Interior Design Awards a little 
further beyond the norm of standard categories of completed works such as Corporate 
Offices, Residential, Retail & Entertainment, etc. We are honouring designers who have put 
serious thought into the “greening” of their interior design work, taking into account the 
overall environmental aspect and considerations implemented in their designs. The “Green 
Interior Award” will be the premier accolade the designer will be awarded with in recognition 
of their research, design and adoption of the final green interior products.

If the green rating agency, Green Building Index (GBI), who has been actively pursuing the 
Green Agenda is anything to go by, we can look forward to see more participants and entries 
for the Green Interior Award category in future MIID REKA Awards series.

The “Adaptive Reuse” category is also a newcomer in our MIID REKA Awards series. This 
category must not be taken for granted considering the historical recognition of big cities 
like Penang and Malacca and some smaller cities and towns in Malaysia, not forgetting our 
old capital city of Kuala Lumpur where all these quaint old two storey shophouses and some 
historically recognised government buildings exist. The value of these spaces and buildings 
are intrinsic, and once removed, they can never be replaced even if the remodelling is done 
carefully and expertly.

UNESCO’s recognition of the historical cities of Penang and Malacca places emphasis on the 
utmost importance of preserving and conserving historically known structures and spaces in 
those cities which by virtue of being in the core area of the conservation zone, will not be torn 
down or demolished unless the overall structure is beyond repair. The city of Kuala Lumpur also 
has many fine examples of historical buildings and structures where their internal spaces have 
been adapted for reuse while maintaining their original characteristics. 

The sensitive designer should be able to adapt its use, while retaining the original character, 
spaces and structures other than what they were originally planned for.

In conclusion, this category will pave the way for our designers to be extra sensitive to the 
spaces they are designing and thus creating a wider and better awareness and understanding 
of their projects of this nature.

NEW
CATEGORY

NEW
CATEGORY
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We would also like to convey our special thanks to our REKA Awards Committee member 
Ms. Nur Diana Mohamed Rosli for being instrumental in engaging all the Universities and 
Design Colleges to participate in the student category of the REKA Design Excellence 
Award and we hope for even more participation and entries in our future awards.

Thank you.

AR. LIM PAY CHYE

STUDENTS’ WORK REVIEW

The Students’ Work Award and entries submitted, if anything to go by, should be a 
precursor to what our future design materialisation could be, as in a few years time all 
these design students would be absorbed into the mainstream design profession. Hence, 
it is important to lay some emphasis on their interest and participation during their 
formative years where the design guidelines, approaches, presentation styles and details 
could augur well for these future budding interior design professionals. In the judging 
process, our jury panellists, especially Prof Tajuddin Ismail, has been instrumental in 
proposing the adoption of a “Common Brief Approach” for a more holistic, complete and 
fair assessment criteria. As he rightly put it, this would reduce the lack of direction and 
clarity in the brief for the project and the award would be made easier with uniformity or 
the “level playing field” scenario.

However, we still have awards conferred in view that some of the works are commendable 
and most of the entries are not lacking in their creative skills and ideas, including computer  
rendering and graphic presentations.

On behalf of MIID, I would like to congratulate all the participating Universities and 
Colleges:

1 KBU International College
2 Kolej Kommuniti Selayang
3 LUCT, Kuching
4 Malaysian Institute of Art
5 PJ College of Art & Design
6 Sunway University
7 The One Academy of Communication Design
8 UCSI University

AR. LIM PAY CHYE
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THE JURY

AR. CHAN SEONG AUN
President, Pertubuhan Arkitek Malaysia / Malaysian Institute of Architects (PAM)

Ar. Chan is the current President of PAM and has vast experience judging 
architectural and other related design awards over the years. He is a partner of 
Arkitek Daya Seni Sdn Bhd based in Kuala Lumpur and has projects locally as 
well as regionally in South East Asia.

AR. LIM PAY CHYE
Convenor

AR. CHRIS YAP SENG CHYE
President, Malaysian Institute of Interior Designers (MIID)

Ar. Chris Yap, the President of the Malaysian Institute of Interior Designers (MIID) 
for Council Term 2014-2016 is an Architect, Registered Interior Designer and Retail 
Designer in practice for close to 30 years, running his own Architectural and Interior 
Design firms in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

MS. GLORIA SOONG
Head – Nippon Paint Malaysia’s Colour Studio

Gloria Soong hails from Coventry University where she studied Multimedia, Arts 
and Design. With nine years of experience in the colour field, Gloria currently 
heads Nippon Paint Malaysia’s Colour Studio, proposing colours for high rise 

buildings, residential dwellings, shop offices and many more. These buildings 
are coated by Nippon Paint Malaysia and every colour scheme has been carefully 

curated by the talented Gloria who chooses colours not only with her eye but also 
with her heart. With her ability to impress with her incredible artistic skills and 

eye for colour, she is definitely one to watch in the industry.

PROF. TAJUDDIN ISMAIL
Prof. Tajuddin Ismail studied Graphic Design at the Art Centre College of Design Los 

Angeles and did his post-graduate studies in Interior Architecture at Pratt Institute, 
New York. A recipient of the prestigious Fulbright Research Fellowship by the American 
Council of Learned Societies of New York in 1987. He was an Associate Professor of Fine 

Art and Interior Architecture in UiTM from 1975-2004. In 2010-2013, he was appointed 
as an Adjunct Professor and an Academic Advisor at a local private University. Besides 

being an academician, he is also an independent multi-disciplinary design consultant and 
an established contemporary artist. His works are found in many prestigious private and 

corporate collections across Asia, Europe and America.
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CAtEGoRY NUMBER oF ENtRIES

Public & Institutional 6

Leisure & Entertainment 1

Food & Beverage (Restaurants & Bars) 11

Corporate Offices 13

Hospitality (Hotel Lobbies & Public Spaces) 5

Hospitality (Rooms) 2

Retail & Exhibition 9

Residential (Apartment & Condo) -

Residential (Show Unit) 9

Green Interior Award 3

Adaptive Reuse 2

Students 19

Colour of Interior (Special Award Category) All submissions (excluding students)

In the Student category, there were a total of 19 entries from various 
universities and colleges:

From the entries received, the Corporate Office category garnered 
the highest number of entries at 13, followed by 11 entries for Food & 
Beverage (Restaurants & Bars), with Retail & Exhibition and Residential 
(Show Units) categories having 9 entries each. The list is as follows:

The Design Excellence Award, now known as 
the “MIID Nippon Paint REKA Awards 2014”, 
saw a total of 67 corporate/professional 
entries and 19 student entries from various 
universities and colleges.

THE 
JUDGING
PROCESS

1 KBU International College
2 Kolej Kommuniti Selayang
3 LUCT, Kuching
4 Malaysian Institute of Art
5 PJ College of Art & Design
6 Sunway University
7 The One Academy of Communication Design
8 UCSI University
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The jury panel members are experts in their field of design and distinguished members of their 
respective profession. They are:

With their excellent credentials, the selected winning 
entries have set very high standards for the participants 
and this, without a doubt, has set another high benchmark 
for our future awards programme.

This year’s award also saw two new categories being 
introduced. They are:

1. Green Interior Award
2. Adaptive Reuse

The jury members were surprised by the low number of 
entries in the two above categories, as we know for a 
fact that “going green” in architecture and interior works 
seems to be the trend of design considerations.

A surprisingly low number of entries was also recorded in 
the Adaptive Reuse category. This was rather perplexing 

as there are numerous completed projects around, 
especially in Penang and Malacca that are a match for this 
category.

In the many jury panel comments, especially from Prof 
Tajuddin Ismail who was quoted as saying “This Adaptive 
Reuse category could be the true test that reveals 
the creative skill of an interior designer”. The panel 
unanimously agreed and hope that there would be more 
interesting submissions in these two categories in the 
future awards.

For the “Colour of Interior (Special Award)” category, we 
had Ms. Gloria Soong, head of Nippon Paint (M) Colour 
Studio as one of the jury members, and her assessment 
and comments were rather enlightening and refreshing. 
She also commented that some of the projects’ use of 
colour were conservative yet creative and some used it to 
the best effect, transforming boring spaces with splashes 
of colour into spaces that emit energy and light.

Prof. Tajuddin Ismail Ar. Chan Seong Aun Ar. Chris Yap Seng Chye
A man of various talents, an 

academician, artist, graphic designer, 
and interior designer, he was an 

Associate Professor in UiTM, and 
an Adjunct Professor and Academic 
Advisor in a local private university

An architectural consultant and 
current President of Pertubuhan 

Akitek Malaysia / Malaysian 
Institute of Architects (PAM)

A practitioner of interior design & 
architecture and current President 

of the Malaysian Institute of 
Interior Designers (MIID)

THE JUDGING PROCESS
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JURY MEMBERS’ COMMENTS

PROF. TAJUDDIN ISMAIL

All submissions for Corporate Office 
were very competitive, with the general 
designs being not only elegant, but also 
functional. We can feel that there is a lot of 
movement towards green practices in the 
workplace – the increased use of daylight, 
the introduction of more and more recycled 
material, higher quality of finishes and the 
most interesting, locally sourced materials.

The entries for Food & Beverage were very 
outstanding, especially with the winning 
entry proposing a mixture/blend of many 
materials, forms and colours. Most of the 
entries for this category have expressed 
the strong motivation towards the various 
senses – sight, touch and taste.

Many of the Student entries were excitingly 
full of life, just as we could expect from 
students, reflecting the dynamism and 
youth of their mind. Of course we need to 
come back to the ground when we look into 
interior design, where the spaces need to 
be both practical and buildable. Some of the 
entries were observed to be largely lacking 
in proportion and scale. But this skill shall 
eventually come along with the maturity 
of the students as they become full time 
professional Interior Designers.

The Adaptive Reuse category may expect to 
have more entries in the future, especially 
with the current trend of restoring older 
parts of cities and their buildings. With the 
increasing awareness towards the value 
of these spaces, not only for the tourists 
who definitely prefer these over glass 
facades and skyscrapers, their renovation is 
expected to be done in a more sustainable 
manner to regenerate the glory of our past 
cities. Despite the fact that the MIID Nippon 
Paint REKA Awards 2014 had less total 
entries than last year, the overall quality 
of the submissions was much higher and 
there were some strong outstanding ones, 
whose presence are definitely worth to be 
remembered.

Overall there were some commendable 
entries by participants of the MIID Nippon 
Paint REKA Awards 2014, especially in the 
Hospitality, Corporate Office and Retail & 
Exhibition categories. Though as expected, 
most entries seem to project that typical 
“glossy-finish-look” of a likeable modern 
interior. As a jury, I am inclined to look for the 
“cutting-edge” or the “conceptual” approach 
in interior design.

“Thai BBQ” project entry for an outdoor 
street-food eatery, seems to offer not only a 
fresh and witty design approach that is full 
of character and surprises, but its usage of 
recycled and “cheap” materials and finishes, 
opens a new perspective on how we look at 
the context of “Form, Space and Meaning” in 
contemporary Interior Design.

On the Adaptive Reuse category, I hope there 
will be more entries in the future, since this 
category could be the true test that reveals 
the creative skill of an interior designer.

In the Student category, there seems to be a 
lack of clarity and direction in solving specific 
design issues and problems. However, I 
applaud the enthusiastic spirit shown in 
their presentation, which expresses good 
rendering skills using graphics and 3D design 
software.

In general, the compact and busy graphics 
can be overwhelming and chaotic, and tend 
to distract our main focus in analysing the 
space planning, which is of prime importance 
and crucial to the success or failure in any 
interior design project. I suggest, in the 
future, MIID should provide clear guidelines 
and a uniform design brief with specific 
design issues or problems for the Student 
category.

AR. CHAN SEONG AUN
President, Pertubuhan Arkitek Malaysia (PAM)
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JURY MEMBERS’ COMMENTS

Overall, this year’s entries for the MIID 
Nippon Paint REKA Awards 2014 saw 
professional submissions which were 
diverse in terms of design approaches 
towards spaces of similar categories.

This could be due to the nature of the 
client’s brief, but most importantly, it 
showed the maturity and confidence of MIID 
members as Interior Designers to explore 
and expound beyond the limits of the norm 
in spatial composition and creation. This 
will be what makes the REKA Awards 
an ever exciting quest for excellence in 
members’ work year after year.

In general, the standard of the submissions 
had raised the benchmark for what 
constitutes good Interior Design in all 
judged categories, but in categories like 
Residential (Houses, Apartments and 
Condominiums), the response left more to 
be desired.

The introduction of the Green Interior 
Award and Adaptive Reuse are the 
beginning towards innovative quests and 
frontiers and provides an insight to the 
Interior Designers’ contribution towards a 
greener environment. The submissions in 
these categories showed how good taste 
could be integrated with innovativeness in 
the process of design.

The Students’ work category this year again 
demonstrated enthusiasm and freedom 
in conceptual thoughts. This category has 
always been a “lively” category to gauge 
the response of the young up-and-coming 
Interior Designers of the future and there 
were glimpses of brilliance in some of the 
submitted works.

My overall assessment of the MIID Nippon 
Paint REKA Awards 2014 for Design 
Excellence is that it has been a highly 
successful venture in line with MIID’s 
objective of honouring the best in Interior 
Design for 2014.

MS. GLORIA SOONG
Jury for Nippon Paint Special Award
- Colour of Interior

There have been so many talented and 
creative entries and it has been a pleasure to 
see each and every one of them. It’s inspiring 
to see the different textures and room 
elements enhanced by paint throughout 
these submissions. The use of wood, tin, 
concrete and room fixtures possess an 
artistic impact that cannot be heightened 
any other way than with paint.

Some submissions have really shown 
how rethinking the use of colour can be 
conservative yet creative. It has also been 
amazing to see how some entries have used 
an instant pop of colour to recreate boring 
spaces into rooms that exude energy and 
light. The beautiful infusion of shades and 
perfect balancing of colours from items to 
walls, furniture and floor coverings displayed 
in the entrants’ creative work have been 
enlightening to the beholder.

As you can see by these submissions, 
paint has endless possibilities, and these 
participants have really proven that with 
their outstanding use of colours. Each 
entry has shown a very inspiring focus that 
captivates the viewer’s attention. On that 
note, we would like to wish everyone who 
entered a very sincere congratulations on 
their huge effort, and we look forward to 
seeing you push the boundaries of design for 
next year’s submissions.

AR. CHRIS YAP SENG CHYE
President, Malaysian Institute of Interior 
Designers (MIID)
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This premier Interior Design Awards event is no small undertaking by any 
standard and it will be prudent to maintain the level of creativeness and 
professionalism in this pursuit of excellence by the members through the 
proper guidance of the Institute.

The Awards provides the best platform for the members’ creative work to 
be judged by their peers and to showcase and honour the deserving projects 
with the highest accolade. As the Institute, we should bestow the honour 
unreservedly to the members who are winners.

This year’s award saw the inclusion of 2 new categories – The Green Interior 
Award and the Adaptive Reuse category. The additional complimentary 
special award which is called “Colour of Interior” was sponsored by Nippon 
Paint (M) Sdn Bhd and their own head of Nippon Paint (M) Colour Studio was 
at hand to do the judging.

MIID would like to convey our heartfelt thanks to all Members who participated in this year’s MIID 
Nippon Paint REKA Awards 2014, making it a fruitful and memorable event with the pursuit of 
excellence in Interior Design in mind.

MIID Nippon Paint REKA Awards 2014 features 13 categories of awards for 
Design Excellence, namely:

The Awards are open to MIID Corporate (Lembaga Akitek Malaysia (LAM)) 
Members and Student Members with the following objectives:

•	 Public & Institutional (Publics Spaces, Healthcare, Auditoriums, 
Terminals, etc.)
•	 Leisure & Entertainment (Club, Spa, Karaoke, Cinema, Gaming, etc.)
•	 Food & Beverage (Restaurants, Bars, etc.)
•	 Corporate Offices
•	 Hospitality (Hotel Lobbies & Public Spaces)
•	 Hospitality (Rooms)
•	 Retail & Exhibition
•	 Residential (Houses)
•	 Residential (Apartments & Condominiums)
•	 Residential (Show Units)
•	 Students’ Work
•	 Green Interior Award - New category
•	 Adaptive Reuse - New category
•	 Colour of Interior - Nippon Paint Special Award

•	 To recognise Malaysian Institute of Interior Designers (MIID) Members and 
Students who pursue excellence in design which reflect local content in 
design, details, materials, etc.
•	 To recognise the client bodies and contractors who enable the achievement 

of excellence in Interior Design
•	 To promote the development of quality built interior environments that 

have beneficial social, physical and cultural impacts on the community and 
country; and
•	 To recognise young talents through students’ course works in relation to 

various components of the course

MIID NIPPoN PAINt REKA AWARDS CoMMIttEE 2014

Since the 1990s, both IPDM and MSID 
have been actively pursuing excellence 
in Interior Design and bestowing 
honours on deserving members of 
the fraternity via their respective 
Malaysian Interior Design Awards 
(MIDA).

As of 2012, MIID had carried on this 
task in search of design excellence 
under the MIDA banner which has been 
hugely successful and well received.

From 2013 onwards, MIID took pride in 
announcing the inaugural MIID REKA 
Awards, taking over from MIDA. This 
was in keeping with the rebranding 
exercise within MIID. Under the 
“REKA” name, a series of Seminars, 
Conferences and numerous activities 
are being organised to propel and 
elevate the standards of Interior Design 
in Malaysia, consequently creating an 
identity in sync with the aspirations 
of the profession and members as a 
whole.

The rebranding of the interior design 
awards under MIID REKA Awards has 
experienced huge success, judging 
from the 136 entries received in 2013.

This year, the award series has taken 
a higher profile with MIID’s tie-in with 
co-branding partner Nippon Paint 
(M) Sdn Bhd and the award has been 
renamed the ‘MIID Nippon Paint REKA 
Awards 2014’

tHE PREMIER INtERIoR 
DESIGN AWARDS EVENt
oF MALAYSIA

MIID NIPPON PAINT REKA AWARDS 2014
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PUBLIC & INSTITUTIONAL PUBLIC SPACES / HEALTHCARE /
AUDITORIUMS / TERMINALS

CoMPANY
ARCHICENTRE SDN BHD
(IN COLLABORATION WITH 
IPARTNERSHIP SDN BHD)

INtERIoR DESIGNER
AR. DR. TAN LOKE MUN

CLIENt
BANDAR SETIA ALAM SDN BHD

PRoJECt DESCRIPtIoN
Setia City Convention Centre (SCCC) is a multi-purpose convention centre that caters to MICE 
(meetings, incentives, conferences, and exhibitions) and banqueting, fronting the central city 
park and is adjacent to the Setia City Mall with convenient access to all amenities. SCCC was 
conceptualised in the image of a glistening silver fishing lure on the surface of the city lake. 
The very large elliptical metal roof is suspended off the grassy knoll by a classical array of slim 
white steel columns. The formal colonnade forms a long veranda that provides the interface 
between the park and the formal interior spaces. On its elevated vantage point, the large 
elliptical roof forms an iconic feature for the newly developed urban hub.

JURY CItAtIoN
The design manages to scale-down the volume by creating vertical elements for the purpose. 
Although the architectural and interior elements has merged quite effectively, the interior 
spaces (especially the reception) could have been more prominent.

Setia 
Convention
Centre

SILVER
AWARD
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CoMPANY
SKALA DESIGN CONSULT SDN BHD

INtERIoR DESIGNER
NORSHAFINA IBRAHIM

CLIENt
LEMBAGA TABUNG HAJI

PRoJECt DESCRIPtIoN
The client’s brief was to enhance the existing 
Tabung Haji lobby by creating “a uniquely Tabung 
Haji lobby” in conjunction with the organisation’s 
50th Anniversary. The design is an attempt to 
create that right impression and statement 
reflecting Tabung Haji as a modern and progressive 
organisation, especially to characterise the “Main 
Entrance Lobby”, while still maintaining most of its 
original elements. Visitors entering the lobby will 
be greeted by a conspicuous double volume wall, 
ornate with a “Kufi” calligraphy composed from 
a collection of verses from the Quran, which is an 
“artwork” by itself. This calligraphy is lit from the 
back by randomly located running lighting points. 
These lights are programmed to synchronise the 
Quran recitations, which is timed to be played at 
certain hours.

JURY CItAtIoN
Being an architecturally prominent curved building, 
the interior layout reflects the strong form of the 
structure and it is done by sensitively preserving the 
arched elements of the wall, thus maintaining the 
islamic design elements in both of its interior and 
exterior outlook.

Islamic Financial Services Centre at 
tabung Haji Headquarters

SILVER
AWARDPUBLIC & INSTITUTIONAL PUBLIC SPACES / HEALTHCARE /

AUDITORIUMS / TERMINALS
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Paediatric & Medical Wards at 
Damansara Specialist Hospital

CoMPANY
SKALA DESIGN CONSULT SDN BHD

INtERIoR DESIGNER
NORSHAFINA BT IBRAHIM

CLIENt
DAMANSARA SPECIALIST HOSPITAL 
SDN BHD

PRoJECt DESCRIPtIoN
The client’s brief was to upgrade the existing wards 
to fully cater to its individual usage and improve the 
overall environment with the inclusion of some new 
areas, this with the additional challenge of adapting 
different design concepts for each of the wards. The 
Medical Ward was crafted by adapting a simple and 
refreshing contemporary approach, using subtle 
colours and natural tones, creating a calm healing 
environment for the patients. In contrast to this, the 
Paediatric Ward adopts a carnivalesque character, 
to create a fun and lively ambience while still giving 
a lot of consideration to a sense of safety for the 
younger patients. In order to create the utmost 
comfort to the infants and mothers at the Maternity 
Ward, the design depicts concepts of love and 
motherhood, through feminine and organic patterns 
blended with timber, and additions of huge black and 
white photography feature walls.

JURY CItAtIoN
The contemporary approach augurs well with the 
new interior, especially with the use of natural-
based elements as finishes and the choice of large 
photography prints on the walls. The introduction 
of the basic colours to this interior, blended with 
other types of finishes, creates a truly refreshing 
ambience.

MENTIONPUBLIC & INSTITUTIONAL PUBLIC SPACES / HEALTHCARE /
AUDITORIUMS / TERMINALS
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CoMPANY

RUANG DESIGN

INtERIoR DESIGNER
MOHD NOOR BIN ARIFFIN

CLIENt
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
DEVELOPMENT BOARD (CIDB)

MENTION

Kuala Lumpur 
Construction Court
PRoJECt DESCRIPtIoN
The project carries the objective of enabling the Kuala Lumpur Construction Court to try cases 
with greater efficiency and transparency through the use of the latest technologies. To adapt 
to this new possibility, the project owner has agreed to move the court “on its axis” – instead 
of the usual lengthwise design of a courtroom, this one is oriented breadthwise. This allows 
the public to see all players at the same time. In contrast to the previous inhibiting courtroom 
layout, all parties present can now interact and view evidence documents in a better manner due 
to the openness of the layout and presence of individual screens, as well as common interactive 
whiteboards. Another innovation is the “hot-tubbing” feature where expert counsels are now 
placed on the first bench of the public gallery and equipped with microphones, which will allow 
them to participate in real time to proceedings.

JURY CItAtIoN
The interior layout does not reflect the expected usual regimented spaces of a courthouse 
setting. The material used on the walls and choice of furnishing has improved the ambience of 
the whole interior space.

PUBLIC & INSTITUTIONAL PUBLIC SPACES / HEALTHCARE /
AUDITORIUMS / TERMINALS
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FOOD & BEVERAGE  RESTAURANTS / BARS

CoMPANY
ROOM INTERIOR DESIGN SDN BHD

INtERIoR DESIGNER
DESVIN TEW

CLIENt
BBQ THAI (OKR) SDN BHD

PRoJECt DESCRIPtIoN
The design seeks great beauty in the rustic and the unrefined. Inspired by a global conscience 
that expresses greater fondness for environmental sensitivity and green living, this project 
is predominantly fashioned out of recycled materials, breathing new life into pre-used wood, 
discarded plastic containers and old door frames. Located in Old Klang Road, BBQ Thai is a dining 
destination that offers Thai street food. To better accentuate the experience, the space is turned 
into a village of sorts – small dinning rooms are constructed and laid out sporadically throughout 
the site, mimicking kampung houses within a small community. No two “homes” are designed 
the same; all brushed in bold, bright colours of their own, with the corresponding selection of 
furniture, distinguishing each of them from the “neighbours”.

JURY CItAtIoN
The unpretentious use of humble materials such as plastic pails, old door frames, or even the 
choice of tables, chairs, wash basins and taps, all being recycled items creates that fun, quirky but 
not showy atmosphere. The overall layout provides that interestingly makeshift character for the 
interior. The sensible space planning, together with the design process through free-hand drawn 
layouts reflects deep sensitivity in the planning. The overall arrangement and character of the 
interior gives a whole new meaning to street-food malls.

BBQ thai

GOLD
AWARD
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FOOD & BEVERAGE  RESTAURANTS / BARS

CoMPANY
IDEA WORKSHOP SDN BHD

INtERIoR DESIGNER
HAU WOON SAN (IN COLLABORATION 
WITH PCL ARCHITECT)

CLIENt
MATTHEW CHUA

PRoJECt DESCRIPtIoN
Bites Café seeks to reinterpret the urban infill strategy within the historical 
fabric of Malacca. The café is sandwiched between two traditional 
“Straits-Chinese” shop houses. A glass and steel structure is conceived as 
a dialectic edifice to the city. It explores the relationship between interior 
and exterior, solid and void, surface and structure and most importantly, 
the old and the new. By removing the plaster from the existing party wall, 
it reveals an astonishing arrangement of large laterite stones inlaid with 
flat clay bricks; to which the party wall is to become the “party” of the 
design. The archaeological quality of the exposed party wall drives the 
experience of the interior, contrasting against the delicately placed steel 
columns, beams and off-form concrete slabs, offering a new architectonic 
quality to the interior.

JURY CItAtIoN
This is an attempt at urban infill in the historical city of Malacca where 
both the old and the new features are blended in. The use of steel and 
glass, combined with the raw form of the concrete floor, as well as the 
presence of the natural large red laterite stones inlaid between the older 
flat clay bricks, form a natural feature wall of the dining spaces at the 
ground floor, creating a really pleasant dining setting.

Bites Café, Bandar Hilir, Melaka

SILVER
AWARD
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FOOD & BEVERAGE  RESTAURANTS / BARS

CoMPANY
ARCHICENTRE SDN BHD

INtERIoR DESIGNER
AR. DR. TAN LOKE MUN

CLIENt
WISH WONDERS SDN BHD

Bakita
PRoJECt DESCRIPtIoN
The brief called for three rather disparate spaces – a masculine bar, a feminine cocktail lounge 
and an alfresco dining/drinking area. The client sought to encapsulate, in collaboration with 
the designers, the notion of “a good night out” where both sexes will not overwhelm or be 
intimidated by the space, yet giving each a niche from where they could seek refuge from. An 
amalgamation of the words “bar” & “kita” (Malay for “our”/”us”) literally translated as “our 
own bar” – the colloquialism as its name suggests lends the establishment an eclectic aesthetic 
and experience, which has now been translated physically onto its edifice and manifested in its 
ambience and atmospheres – the tropical sensibility of the Forecourt, the Neo-Industrial Beer Bar 
and the cosmopolitan sleekness of the Cocktail Lounge.

JURY CItAtIoN
The Judges acknowledge the integration and the harmony created within the indoor and the 
outdoor spaces, with the suitably chosen materials for the floor and walls, has successfully 
created that fun and good night-out ambience.

MENTION
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FOOD & BEVERAGE  RESTAURANTS / BARS

Majestic Hotel - 
Colonial Café
PRoJECt DESCRIPtIoN
The Majestic Hotel Kuala Lumpur includes the original Hotel Majestic which is documented as a 
national heritage site. Constructed in a hybrid of neo-classical and art deco styles, the building 
sits on a commanding hilltop site. The main building is characterised by tall white classically 
proportioned Roman columns and detailed cornices. The curved driveway and covered Porte 
Cochere contribute to the sense of grandeur. For the project, the gold-leafed domed ceiling which 
is an original part of the hotel, is conserved as a feature of the café. Elements like dark timber 
paneling and dark-membered wicker furniture in stark contrast to the crisp white tablecloths, and 
details like the brass lamp handles, ornamental crockery and old black and white pictures of Kuala 
Lumpur evoke the hotel’s colonial past.

CoMPANY
DUOZ SDN BHD

INtERIoR DESIGNER
AR. ZAIHAN BIN MD TAHIR

CLIENt
YTL HOTELS & PROPERTIES SDN BHD

JURY CItAtIoN
An attempt to recreate the colonial mannerism of the “good old days” with the domed ceiling, 
the dark timber panelling and the carefully designed furnishing details reflecting the grand past 
(and present) of the Majestic Hotel building.

MENTION
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FOOD & BEVERAGE  RESTAURANTS / BARS

Wondermama,
Bangsar Village,
Bangsar

CoMPANY
IDEA WORKSHOP SDN BHD

INtERIoR DESIGNER
HAU WOON SAN (IN COLLABORATION 
WITH PCL ARCHITECT)

CLIENt
WONDERMAMA RESTAURANT & CAFÉ

PRoJECt DESCRIPtIoN
Wondermama is a well patronised restaurant & café situated strategically at the corner of the 
Bangsar Village Complex facing the main road. The restaurant entrance is prominently located 
at the vehicle drop-off point of the complex.

The name Wondermama suggests a restaurant with good homecooked food and beverages. 
The décor and interior finishes reflect the nostalgia of the 60s era with a mix of eclectic 
ambience. The theme of the restaurant is downplayed to its simplicity using and reusing old 
60s décor and even the grille design separating the indoor air-conditioned dining and the 
outdoor alfresco dining at the ground level reflects that period of a bygone era.

JURY CItAtIoN
An afternoon delight, where the attempt to infuse the age-old elements based on the choice 
of materials, especially the use of carefully chosen old-patterned floor tiles and lighting, has 
made this place a pleasant dining experience.

MENTION
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CORPORATE OFFICES

Corporate office of 
Dupont Malaysia 
Sdn Bhd

CoMPANY
S.I. DESIGN SDN BHD

INtERIoR DESIGNER
RONNIE CHOONG SWEE BENG

CLIENt
DUPONT MALAYSIA SDN BHD

PRoJECt DESCRIPtIoN
The client’s brief was to create a new workplace environment that encourages 
collaboration and interaction, moving away from that rigid office dominated by walls 
and high panels, as well as showcasing the company’s diversified products so as to 
help the public understand their business. New modular workstations with lower 
panels were adopted, doing away with rooms for managers for the entire office 
to promote collaboration. Common facilities like meeting rooms, file storage, MFC 
areas, medical rooms, are lined against the core of the building where possible hence 
maximising views and natural daylight for the staff. The project allows the creation 
of ample meeting rooms, huddle rooms and telephone booths to cater to specific 
needs of the staff to promote efficiency, privacy and collaboration when required 
and creating flexible spaces which can be used for a variety of functions. Provision of 
recreational and chill-out areas for the staff also promote interaction and increase the 
morale of the staff.

GOLD
AWARD

JURY CItAtIoN
By using the client’s in-house manufactured materials, the designer gave a sensible 
solution to a challenging situation, creating a fun, open workplace environment 
infused with carefully selected materials to reflect the modern contemporary office 
layout.
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SILVER
AWARDCORPORATE OFFICES

Corporate office of
S.I. Design Sdn Bhd

CoMPANY
S.I. DESIGN SDN BHD

INtERIoR DESIGNER
RONNIE CHOONG SWEE BENG

CLIENt
S.I. DESIGN SDN BHD

PRoJECt DESCRIPtIoN
The client’s brief was to create a workplace where the environment will motivate and 
stimulate creativity among the staff. The office space was originally a converted car park. One 
of the main challenges to the space are the extremely low ceilings which creates a sandwich 
effect to the space in the design solution. The site’s challenges are also opportunities to 
determine the design direction of the project. Ceilings were removed in most areas to create 
a sense of height, resulting in an industrial look for the space. A rectilinear design was 
adopted to maximise the use of space and create maximum views, which is an important 
design criteria as it creates an uplifting environment for the staff. Graphics with inspirational 
design quotes are used extensively so as to stimulate creative thinking. To keep the costs to 
a minimum, existing furniture (desking systems, low cabinets and chairs) are either reused or 
re-adapted/modified.

JURY CItAtIoN
A well-planed and efficient use of space, coupled with carefully chosen materials to suit 
the users’ needs.
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CORPORATE OFFICES

Corporate office of British 
telecommunications Malaysia

PRoJECt DESCRIPtIoN
The client’s brief was to create an interesting and vibrant office space within the constraints of 
GBI requirements, with a flexible environment that encourages collaboration and interaction 
of staff. Modular workspaces was adopted for the entire office so as to cater to future changes 
in the business as well as promote efficiency of space, planned so that they benefit most from 
the views and natural light from the windows. There are ample facilities in the form of huddle 
rooms, meeting rooms, telephone booths, collaboration spaces, cafés, mothers’ room and town 
halls were incorporated into the design and planning to create an environment that is exciting, 
comfortable and promotes staff interaction. The company’s corporate graphics and colours are 
used strategically so as to promote the branding of the company to the staff as well as to their 
customers.

CoMPANY
S.I. DESIGN SDN BHD

INtERIoR DESIGNER
RONNIE CHOONG SWEE BENG

CLIENt
BRITISH TELECOMMUNICATIONS
MALAYSIA

JURY CItAtIoN
A remarkable attempt to create an interesting and pleasant office environment, where the staff 
are encouraged to collaborate and interact. The project also reflects the modular nature of the 
spaces and the appropriate choice of materials. The play of lighting installations along the 
passageway is also an interesting aspect of the project.

MENTION
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HOSPITALITY  HOTEL LOBBIES / PUBLIC SPACES

CoMPANY
DUOZ SDN BHD

INtERIoR DESIGNER
AR. ZAIHAN BIN MD TAHIR

CLIENt
YTL HOTELS & PROPERTIES SDN BHD

GOLD
AWARD

Majestic Hotel -
Reception Lobby
PRoJECt DESCRIPtIoN
The impactful first impression the minute a guest walks in, is the lobby 
designed with an oval-shaped double volume gallery instead of a regular 
circular shape. Immediately the eye is drawn to the snazzy floor pattern made 
up of black, beige and white marble. As the view trails to the fluted columns to 
appreciate the oval-shaped gallery, an elaborate crystal chandelier crowns this 
space as the grand piece de resistance, bringing out the feel of the decadent 
jazz age of the 1930’s. Geometrical art deco motifs are repeated on separating 
screens and lamp frames.

JURY CItAtIoN
It is never simple to handle large spaces, especially within a colonial-era 
setting, but this sensitive proposal has managed to bridge the new and the old. 
The sleek impression of the by-gone times and the use of colours, materials 
and the lighting decoration all but reflect the careful execution of the project.
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HOSPITALITY  ROOMS

Majestic Hotel - Guest 
Room (Majestic Wing)
PRoJECt DESCRIPtIoN
The challenge in designing for the interior of the guest rooms located at the old historic building 
was to strike a balance between bringing back the old feel of the Majestic Hotel in its heyday 
and incorporating contemporary furnishings. The intention was to evoke nostalgia without 
the overall design looking dated. Details like zig-zagging edges, characteristic of the art deco 
style, are incorporated into the bed heads and curtain pelmet. In the bathrooms, black and white 
checkered floor tiles, beveled mirror edges and chrome-clawed bathtubs are some elements that 
revive such nostalgia.

CoMPANY
DUOZ SDN BHD

INtERIoR DESIGNER
AR. ZAIHAN BIN MD TAHIR

CLIENt
YTL HOTELS & PROPERTIES SDN BHD

SILVER
AWARD

JURY CItAtIoN
The opulent style depicts the grand colonial era period both for the interior and exterior. From 
the outside, one can already feel what is inside. The interior layout and finishes all reflect the 
sensitiveness of detailing the period where display of splendour is required. This design has 
pulled it off nicely.
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RETAIL & EXHIBITION

PRoJECt DESCRIPtIoN
As one of the largest hair salon chains, and now taking pride in having a place in the 
biggest shopping mall in Chengdu, China, the Boli salon flagship store needed to be 
in a class of its own. The site benefits from a high ceiling, a mark of luxury. The choice 
of ivory, beige and dark greys imbues the interior with strong sense of elegance. 
Walls are dressed in panel beadings, reminiscent of French salons, but updated with 
new interpretations – though classical paneling is practised on a selection of walls, 
the designers also present abstract configurations of this feature to create interest 
and contrast. This is best exemplified in the public hairdressing zone where a classic 
dark grey wall neighbours an abstract ivory wall, further complimented by a stunning 
checkerboard floor. By keeping the interiors in solid neutral colours, patrons will feel a 
smooth transition of spaces when moving from one area to another.

Boli Hair Spa 
@ Global 
Center
Cheng Du

CoMPANY
ROOM INTERIOR DESIGN SDN BHD

INtERIoR DESIGNER
DESVIN TEW

CLIENt
BOLI HAIR & SPA INTERNATIONAL PTE LTD

GOLD
AWARD

JURY CItAtIoN
The designer has imaginatively infused the contemporary outlook of the interior; which 
reminisces the sleek French salons with their creative use of material, pattern, colour 
and lighting, setting just the right ambience for an elegant and exclusive hair salon. The 
project has that refined personality, good sense of detail, while not being overdone or 
too loud.
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RETAIL & EXHIBITION

PRoJECt DESCRIPtIoN
Being the premier urban grocer catering for the mass market, the client defined the needs to 
break away from the common look of supermarkets. The conceptualisation of the store at the 
planning stage embodies the formation of the character SAM as a “father figure” whom as 
put together a premier supermarket offering assortments of fresh and high quality produce 
from various parts of the world; specially picked, packed and displayed on the shelves for its 
customers. Justifiably, it got to be a new and freshened up look within a new supermarket to 
generate new spaces, new excitement and a new experience for the customers, in line with the 
store’s tagline: “Life Made Fresher”.

Sam’s
Groceria
@ Gurney
Paragon,
Penang

CoMPANY
RJ DESIGN STUDIO SDN BHD

INtERIoR DESIGNER
ROSLI BIN JUSSOH

CLIENt
SAM’S GROCERIA SDN BHD

HONORARY
MENTION

JURY CItAtIoN
This is a good attempt to break away from the norm of the traditional monotonous supermarket 
layout and interior. The contemporary approach is well integrated with the careful use of curved 
and radial lines of the plan, coupled with carefully selected materials (tiles, stones & timber) to 
enhance the overall interior composition.
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RETAIL & EXHIBITION

PRoJECt DESCRIPtIoN
The refurbishment of the existing store was conceived to mirror and enhance the quality and 
standard of its exclusive apparel lines. Indo-Saracenic latticework on the shopfront echoes the 
romanticism of the British Raj - which inspired the spirit of the brand. Soft off-whites encompass 
the flooring, ceiling and carpentry finishes within, providing a neutral base while giving a sense 
of spaciousness. Exposed soffits in charcoal grey provide contrast and highlight the display of 
visual merchandise, altogether enhancing the thematic quality of apparel and accessory displays. 
The apparel lines are sinuously displayed, one after another; in the manner of drawing rooms and 
salons of colonial edifices of the past. These provide an invisible yet distinctive division to the 
brand’s seven collections - Classic, New Classic, Pure, Traveller, Adventurer, Woman and Travel 
& Yoga. The store’s revamp is epitome of its brand’s clothing design philosophy of combining 
beauty, elegance and style into a timeless design.

BritishIndia
CoMPANY
DRTAN LM ARCHITECT

INtERIoR DESIGNER
AR. DR. TAN LOKE MUN

CLIENt
BTC CLOTHIER SDN BHD

JURY CItAtIoN
When we reflect on the name British India, it brings back the nostalgic era of the colonial past 
where the beauty of elegance and style comes into play. This retail outlet has reflected some of 
those qualities in terms of the use of materials, lighting and space.

MENTION
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RETAIL & EXHIBITION

PRoJECt DESCRIPtIoN
This residential riverside development offers that ideal 
image of “living beside sparkling flowing water and 
lush green trees”. To illustrate this, the Sales Gallery 
invokes the fluidity of the river with azure blue lines 
and ripples woven onto a simple grey colour palette, 
depicting water coursing through river stones. Lush 
plants line the waiting area, soothing the eyes of 
visitors. Key points of the development are illustrated 
through architectural models and information walls, 
while sales counters encourage questions and 
facilitate discussions. To facilitate purchase decisions, 
a banker’s area is also conveniently situated in the 
showroom for prospective buyers. To continue this 
experience of water and lush green outdoor, the open 
layout of the unisex washrooms features plenty of 
bright, natural light and fresh air through a latticed 
wall, while trees on the outside provide both a 
picturesque view and privacy.

Sentosa
Riverville
Sales Gallery

CoMPANY
PDI DESIGN + ASSOCIATES

INtERIoR DESIGNER
OOI BOON SEONG

CLIENt
ALZAC VIVA SDN BHD

JURY CItAtIoN
Nicely thought out, good combination of materials and 
choice of colour for an unpretentious sales gallery.

MENTION
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RESIDENTIAL  HOUSES

Melvin’s House

CoMPANY
ESSENTIAL DESIGN INTEGRATED SDN BHD

INtERIoR DESIGNER
WONG PEI SAN

CLIENt
MELVIN LEE

PRoJECt DESCRIPtIoN
A remodelled new bungalow providing an opportunity to customise some personalised 
design and at the same time putting in additional rooms for their extended needs. The 
layout was reconfigured for their daily usage and also creating a flexible free-flowing 
space. The idea was to invoke a sense of individuality and identity and the intentional 
facelift was decided in order to differentiate from the many other standard designed 
developer’s units. The ‘timber box’ is a double skinned structure with clear aluminium 
glass panels and doors within the transparent timber slit structure. Views from the room 
within is filtered outwards allowing a mellow warm daylight into the interior spaces. 
The close spacing of the timber screen provided a natural filtering effect which is much 
needed in this hot tropical climate.

JURY CItAtIoN
A carefully and well thought out interior space, which the designer has reconfigured 
to cater to the specific daily use of the owner and face-lifted it to provide a sense of 
individuality in design. The choice of materials (timber, aluminium, glass) and natural 
lighting is a winning combination to enhance the interior and plays an important role for 
this house.

HONORARY
MENTION
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RESIDENTIAL  SHOW UNITS

Sentosa Riverville
(type D) Show Unit
PRoJECt DESCRIPtIoN
This Sales Unit, which is just over 1,400sq ft is designed to showcase the beauty of 
riverside life. A large mirror creates visual depth and reflects activity like the surface of a 
river in the elongated living and dining area. Floating shelves and tables help to keep the 
space feeling light and airy. The master bedroom features a padded wall and headboard to 
absorb sound and create intimacy. Concealed storage helps keep the space neat and clean. 
In the second bedroom, a floating platform begins as a study table and flows seamlessly 
to end as a cosy study alcove. The final bedroom is fun and inspirational – a life-sized 
ruler to measure young growth spurts and a geometrical puzzle feature with fun knobs 
decorate the wall.

CoMPANY
PDI DESIGN + ASSOCIATES

INtERIoR DESIGNER
OOI BOON SEONG

CLIENt
ALZAC VIVA SDN BHD

GOLD
AWARD

JURY CItAtIoN
The designer has shown what can be done within a small space. The designed spaces, use 
of materials and colours are fairly realistic, creating a romantic ambience.
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RESIDENTIAL  SHOW UNITS

taiping Show Unit

CoMPANY
ESSENTIAL DESIGN INTEGRATED
SDN BHD

INtERIoR DESIGNER
WONG PEI SAN

CLIENt
SUNSET VILLA PROPERTY SDN BHD

PRoJECt DESCRIPtIoN
Located on the hill slopes of a scenic residential enclave in the heart of Taiping, Perak, the 
medium rise luxury development was to be one of the small town’s first high-end exclusive 
residences. With the commanding views of the town itself and the famous Taiping lake garden, 
the development would attract buyers from the surrounding cities including Penang, Ipoh and 
Kuala Lumpur.

The interior of the show units were designed to capture the essence of the clean architectural 
lines of the building. Modern grey hues compliment the green landscapes that surround the site.
Low lined furnitures are used to accentuate the high ceilings of the unit and to not obstruct the 
views. For the living room, brown and black furnishings are used to complement the surrounding 
landscape; while in the master study, its white built-in cabinetry and black timber study table 
creates contrast with the solid timber strip flooring.

SILVER
AWARD

JURY CItAtIoN
The colour and materials chosen for the interior reflect and compliments the lush green 
landscapes synonymous with Taiping town.
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RESIDENTIAL  SHOW UNITS

MK22
Residences

PRoJECt DESCRIPtIoN
The development is an elite residential oasis in the affluent neighborhood of Mont’ Kiara, Kuala 
Lumpur. The concept offers the experience of living in an exquisite new height of urban luxury, 
an elegant yet refreshing interior with a clean, precise and defined luxuriance. The 3,038 square 
foot interior offers seamless flow between zonings, inviting you and your family to engage better 
with one and another. The use of built-on pieces discreetly offer a sense of privacy and coziness 
to each individual space. Beside the spaciousness and openness of the interior, the sleek and 
dynamic selection of furnishings, materials like crown cut walnut, woven paneling was carefully 
picked to soften and enhance the whole envelope. Highlights like the magnificent chandelier over 
the dining table forms the focal point, complementing everything else in the room. The living 
room also features a stainless steel organically formed sculpture that gracefully introduces 
movement into the room.

CoMPANY
BLU WATER STUDIO SDN BHD

INtERIoR DESIGNER
LAI SIEW HONG

CLIENt
SUNRISE PIONEER SDN BHD

BRONZE
AWARD

JURY CItAtIoN
The overall design is well crafted in terms of layout. The spaciousness and openness are nicely 
controlled and well complimented with the nicely selected materials and colours to soften and 
enhance the spaces within.
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GREEN INTERIOR AWARD

Bandar 
Rimbayu
Sales 
Gallery

PRoJECt DESCRIPtIoN
The development is conceptualised to embody the idea of sustainability, resulting in a conscious 
effort to build a prototype sales gallery that utilises recycled materials to form display panels, 
tables, chairs and light fittings. The flexibility in planning of the gallery facilitates a ‘sustainable’ 
layout that recycles itself over the years that the gallery will be used by the developer for 
subsequent parcel launches. The large open gallery was designed to allow for multiple events 
to happen concurrently, addressing different user needs at the same time. Browsing of the sales 
panels are centralised whereas group discussions are located along the sides. Indirect users 
or current buyers and residents are also provided an area to meet and to exchange ideas on 
how to improve their new homes and to hold public events and educate people on the issues of 
sustainability. Bamboo tables and custom furniture made of recycled paper tubes, compressed tin 
cans and light fittings made of folded tetrapack drink boxes fill up the interior spaces to provide 
and educate the public how recycled materials can be reused creatively.

CoMPANY
ESSENTIAL DESIGN INTEGRATED
SDN BHD

INtERIoR DESIGNER
WONG PEI SAN

CLIENt
BANDAR RIMBAYU SDN BHD

GOLD
AWARD

JURY CItAtIoN
A classy use of recycled materials (like bricks and timber) has been sensitively designed and 
constructed. The flexibility in the overall plan and interior layout makes it a winning combination.
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ADAPTIVE REUSE

Idea 
Workshop 
Head 
office, Jalan 
tengkera, 
Melaka

PRoJECt DESCRIPtIoN
The adaptive reuse of a hundred year old peranakan house allows for critical re-examination 
on the notion of context and interior. While the original form ornate façade is preserved, the 
rear new extension has been re-contextualised as a concrete and glass edifice attached to a 
re-constructed shell with its traditional gable roof. However, the structure is a post-beam frame 
construction, as opposed to the original load bearing wall, the subversive strategy is to free the 
traditional construction from its conventional use. The interior also employs the similar mode 
of thinking; as exemplified by the introduction of beams, glass and perforated metal sheets as 
partitions.

CoMPANY
IDEA WORKSHOP SDN BHD

INtERIoR DESIGNER
HAU WOON SAN (IN COLLABORATION 
WITH PCL ARCHITECT)

CLIENt
IDEA WORKSHOP SDN BHD

GOLD
AWARD

JURY CItAtIoN
The sensitivity towards the old and the new in this adaptive reuse of the century old shophouse 
has been highlighted in the design. The busy street level forms an important ornate façade 
of this old peranakan architecture, whereas the back/rear of the building and interior display 
a sensitively designed modern contemporary space. A raw concrete structure with glass and 
aluminium finishes relate and compliment well with the green grass lawn and trees of the 
surroundings. Most of the interior materials, such as the old floor tiles and ceiling cornices have 
been carefully preserved.
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COLOUR OF INTERIOR

Paediatric & Medical Wards at 
Damansara Specialist Hospital

CoMPANY
SKALA DESIGN CONSULT
SDN BHD

INtERIoR DESIGNER
NORSHAFINA BT IBRAHIM

CLIENt
DAMANSARA SPECIALIST
HOSPITAL SDN BHD

JURY CItAtIoN
Often when we think of hospitals, we don’t always associate them with 
the happiest of memories, however this entry successfully transformed 
the atmosphere for Damansara Specialist Hospital. Their very innovative 
use of colour on the interior of this hospital, has created a unique and 
extraordinary feel for visitors, and most importantly, for patients and staff. 
The successful integration of colour with interior finishes and furnishes, 
display colour blending at its finest and can really bring a smile to your 
face. Damansara Specialist Hospital can now make hospitals seem like a 
brighter and happier place for families.

PRoJECt DESCRIPtIoN
The Client’s brief was to upgrade the existing wards to fully cater to its 
individual usage and improve the overall environment with the inclusion 
of some new areas, this with the additional challenge of adapting different 
design concepts for each of the wards. The Medical Ward was crafted by 
adapting a simple and refreshing contemporary approach, using subtle 
colours and natural tones, creating a calm healing environment for the 
patients. In contrast to this, the Paediatric Ward adopts a carnivalesque 
character, to create a fun and lively ambience while still giving a lot of 
consideration to a sense of safety for the younger patients. In order to 
create the utmost comfort to the infants and mothers at the Maternity 
Ward, the design depicts concepts of love and motherhood, through 
feminine and organic patterns blended with timber, and additions of huge 
black and white photography feature walls.

SPECIAL
AWARD

NIPPoN PAINt
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STUDENTS

PRoJECt DESCRIPtIoN
The project aims to allow customers to have a different dining experience 
in an anti-gravity environment, unlike an astronaut, designed around the 
idea and trend of molecular gastronomy. To give dynamism to the interior, 
a center-piece structure is crafted, combining curved and edged elements, 
both to create a seating area and allow natural sunlight to come in.

NAME
KOH WENSEN 

CoLLEGE
PJ COLLEGE OF ART & DESIGN

Particle Molecular Gastronomy

JURY CItAtIoN
The enthusiasm and bravery in this conceptual design, as well as the 
refined and well-controlled computer rendering skill is commendable.

HONORARY
MENTION
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STUDENTS

Wolfden
Recreational
& Leisure
Centre

NAME
NEVIN CHEN HONG YANG 

CoLLEGE
KBU INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE

PRoJECt DESCRIPtIoN
The brief is to design a public recreational and leisure centre, creating a contrast from the 
daily surroundings and allowing users to take a break from their routine. The interior spaces, 
with the choice of minimal material, expresses the design’s appreciation towards the 
originality of each material by keeping with the concept of a raw, rough and natural space.

JURY CItAtIoN
From an architectural and interior design standpoint, this project and its interior space has 
got some quality. Plenty of enthusiasm was shown in the work, with good computer skills. The 
space planning needs more attention, but this shall come with experience.

MENTION
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STUDENTS

Beauty
Centre
NAME
ADELINE SIM HUA HING 

CoLLEGE
MALAYSIAN INSTITUTE OF ART

PRoJECt DESCRIPtIoN
The proposed project is intended for variety of 
services which include body shaping treatments, 
body care treatments, spa, gym and other supporting 
services to cater for customers requiring rejuvenation 
of their body. The design is an attempt to define 
beauty, health and the sense of protection by 
simulating the elements of skin layers (the dermis, 
epidermis and the fatty layer), inspiring the design 
approach for each of the three levels of the Centre.

JURY CItAtIoN
Good design concept, where the exterior natural form 
is also reflected in the interior with play of lights from 
the organically designed fenestrations.

MENTION
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STUDENTS

NAME
VANICE CHAN YEELIN 

CoLLEGE
THE ONE ACADEMY OF 
COMMUNICATION DESIGN

PRoJECt DESCRIPtIoN
The project is an attempt to create moments of halts and reflections, while being delightfully 
entertained by anecdotic spots within the installation. The stacking of block elements throughout 
the project clearly expresses modern consumerism, which is also one of this renowned artist’s 
famous themes.

Andy Warhol
Exhibition

JURY CItAtIoN
The iconic artist has created numerous iconic art pieces and the concept of this interior space 
has reflected that reasonably well in terms of the display spaces, the viewing spaces, the 
lighting and the overall images. A commendable piece of conceptual work.

MENTION
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EXHIBITION OF REKA AWARDS PANELS

IFI XXVI GENERAL ASSEMBLY & 
CONGRESS 2014, KUALA LUMPUR

HOMEDEC EXHIBITION 
IN KUALA LUMPUR & 
KUCHING
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EXHIBITION OF REKA AWARDS PANELS

MADE FESTIVAL 2014, 
KUALA LUMPUR
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MIID NIPPON PAINT REKA AWARDS 2014 
COMMITTEE & PUBLICATIONS

DIRECtoR

AR. LIM PAY CHYE

EDItoRIAL

AR. LIM PAY CHYE
NIPPON PAINT (M) SDN BHD

GRAPHIC DESIGN & LAYoUt

KANE + EIN

SPECIAL tHANKS to

MR. RONNIE CHOONG (Graphics)
MIID SECRETARIAT






